interested users for their specific camera brand and model. At the time of writing, an example library is available for Hamamatsu sCMOS cameras. Currently, the program works with Scientifica motorized positioners, but it is being upgraded to support other brands.
Support for stereoscopic view and VR devices
Currently, the program provides support for visualizing the 3D scene stereoscopically with the Oculus Rift VR glasses (Oculus VR LLC, USA).
Calibrating the motorized positioners
The global Cartesian coordinates of the experiment are defined as shown in Fig. 1A in the main article, where the positive direction of the x, y, and z axes is indicated by the red, green, and blue arrows, respectively. We define the (x, y, z) origin of the coordinate system as the point of intersection between the optical axis of the imaging objective and the bottom of the perfusion chamber. A common configuration for an experimental rig equipped for laser scanning imaging is to have the microscope body bolted to the vibration isolation table. The imaging objective translates along the z axis of the microscope body to change the focal plane. The imaging camera and the laser scanning mirrors are attached onto the microscope body. A translation stage is attached onto the isolation table, carrying and moving the recording chamber, the sample, and the electrode positioners in the xy plane. The electrode positioners move the pipettes along three or four axes (e.g., three physical Cartesian axes and a fourth virtual axis along the pipette length).
The motors used to position the objective, the translation stage, the pipettes, the laser scanning mirrors, and so on, are not necessarily aligned with the global coordinates. Some of these components may be intentionally rotated around one or more axes: for example, the pipette positioners may be rotated by the user around the z axis, to accommodate the photomultiplier detectors. Other components may be misaligned: for example, the camera sensor may be slightly rotated around the z axis, relative to the translation stage, or it may be slightly tilted relative to the xy plane of the translation stage. Fig. S1 illustrates some of these issues.
Whether intentionally rotated or misaligned, the exact rotation angles of all the motorized positioners must be determined with good accuracy, relative to a common reference. A convenient solution is to adopt the camera sensor as the reference, because the sensor is not only a central component of the experimental rig but it is also immobile and generally unadjustable. In contrast, most other components are movable or adjustable: for example, the laser scanning plane can be rotated via the command electronics. Essentially, the direction vectors of the global coordinate system are defined by the rows and columns of pixels on the camera sensor (the x and y axes, respectively) and by the normal to the sensor plane (the z axis). Everything else can be corrected relative to this global coordinate system.
After some trial and error, we arrived at a simple but effective correction approach, applicable to the translation stage, the objective focusing motor, the pipette positioners, and any other similar motorized components. Briefly, in addition to the global reference coordinates, we also define local coordinates, one for each motorized positioner. The position in the global space that corresponds to a given position in the local motor space can be calculated via a linear transformation:
where P L is the position vector in the local coordinate system, P G is the position in the global system, and M is a transformation matrix. This transformation is used to obtain the global location of the positioner from the local coordinates reported by the motor controller. The local position that corresponds to a certain global position can be calculated similarly, using the inverse of the transformation matrix:
This inverse transformation is used to calculate the coordinates that will be passed to the motor controller to send the positioner to a certain global location. Each element of the transformation matrix, m ij , defines how much will a positioner move along the j axis in the global space, when it is translated by one unit along the i axis in the local space. The transformation matrix contains both rotation and scaling information. For example, when the positioner is perfectly aligned to the global coordinate system, rotationally, and its axes have the same scaling factors as the reference (the camera sensor), the diagonal elements of M will be equal to 1, while the off-diagonal elements will be equal to 0. The matrix M can be obtained through an easy calibration procedure, where a positioner is translated by a given amount along one axis in the local space, and the resulting translation in the global space is then measured for each axis. We have implemented this calibration in the software, as a semi-automated procedure.
Other useful corrections can also be implemented in software. For example, when low-and highmagnification objectives are used for imaging, they may be misaligned in the xy plane (not parcentric), or on the z axis (not parfocal). Taking one objective as reference, the other one can be easily corrected by applying an (x, y, z) offset to the motors that position the translation stage and focus the objective. Another calibration is to align the field of view (FOV) between the camera and the laser scanning system. Again, the camera sensor can be taken as reference, while its own FOV can be calibrated with a graded microscopy scale, or simply calculated from the sensor size and the objective magnification factor, as specified by the manufacturer.
Although these software corrections work well, all potential misalignments should first be corrected in hardware, as much as possible. For example, the camera can be rotated around its C-mount to align it with the translation stage on the x and y axes. When this alignment is good, translating the stage on the x axis would keep an image feature approximately on the same row of pixels, from left to right. Any existing non-parallelism between the xy planes of the sensor and the translation stage can also be corrected, either mechanically or computationally, but the correction is not so simple. When such a misalignment exists, the sample will not stay in focus when the stage is translated to move the field of view from one edge of the camera sensor to the other. This translation will project the sample on an area of the sensor that can be farther or closer along the z axis. However, this misalignment does not accumulate when the stage is translated along the x and y axes over long distances. When tiling images over a large area, the effects of misalignment can be reduced by cropping the sensor when imaging with the camera, or by increasing the zoom factor when using the laser scanning system. Furthermore, the recorded images can be faithfully displayed with this tilt.
The corrections described so far must be done only once, when the experimental system is built, or every time a mechanical component is manually repositioned or accidentally misaligned. However, another correction is necessary each time the recording electrode is replaced with a new one. Pulled glass electrodes can differ significantly in length, relative to the size of the FOV. The tip may also be randomly off-center relative to the pipette axis. By bringing the pipette tip in focus within the live image, its position can be easily extracted in relation to the FOV, which has known 3D coordinates. Once the tip location is registered, the pipette position remains known at all times, even when located outside the FOV, and the pipette avatar provides visual feedback to the user.
Motor calibrations and other corrections were implemented in the user-interface. Using semi-automated procedures, the user can calibrate the stage and electrode motors in less than one hour. The software and additional material can be downloaded at http://milesculabs.biology.missouri.edu/QuB.
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